
The heart and soul of your home



With Opus’ award
winning multi-room
entertainment
system your dreams
can become reality
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Just imagine... 

Watching the latest blockbuster 
in your home cinema…

…then retiring to the bedroom 
to catch the finish

Immersing yourself in the news 
whilst you shower…

…but through hi-fi quality speakers
instead of a tinny radio

Catching-up with the latest 
tunes in the kitchen

…with no stereo to clutter 
the worktop 

Enjoying your iPod’s entire 
music collection... 

…through virtually invisible ceiling
speakers in the dining room
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Be a perfect host

Access your iPod’s entire
content from any room!

Lazy mornings don’t get
any better than this

Start the movie in the
living room and catch the
finish upstairs
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What is a multi-room system?

Ever started watching a movie in the living room

but it gets too late and you want to retire to bed?

Maybe you have a DVD player and TV in the

bedroom... But imagine being able to access your

entire movie and music collection from any room,

without the need for separate home entertainment

systems or having to locate your favourite DVDs

and CDs. 

Total flexibility…

A properly planned and installed multi-room

system will offer you access to your music and

movie collection in any room you choose – even

the garden and garage. No ‘tinny shower radio’ to

contend with in the bathroom and think of the

extra space you’ll gain in the kitchen without that

micro system taking up valuable worktop space. 

Tell me how it works… 

Now think of all the time you’ve wasted looking for

CDs and DVDs. With a multi-room system all your

content is stored centrally and digitally in one

chosen location and can be accessed using wall

mounted keypads and remotes. 

Different music and video can be experienced in

different rooms at the same time or maybe you’re

having a party and want the same music in the

living room, kitchen and hall? All this is possible

thanks to Opus multi-room entertainment. 

And that’s not all… 

How many times have you wished that great hi-fi

sound didn’t mean ugly black boxes, ungainly

speakers and all that wire spaghetti? 

All this is history with a multi-room system

because all the control components and sources

such as music and video servers, DVD players,

tuners and even your iPod are located away from

view in one centralised service area and

connected to each room using hidden cables.  

Whether you’re refurbishing or buying a new

property, isn’t it time you installed an Opus 

multi-room entertainment system in your home?

Experience an entirely new
quality of bathroom
entertainment. Choose
from background music or
maybe catch the news on
your bathroom TV

Relaxing classics as you
unwind after a busy day



Don’t just take
our word for it!

“Combining a fine sound with the ability to
give you music all round your home, this is a
fine solution to many an enthusiast’s dream.” 

What Hi-Fi? Sound and Vision (Ultimate Guide) 

“Thanks to the Opus system’s extremely
simple cabling scheme, installation is
astonishingly straightforward, while the
system itself is by far and away the most
intuitive and user-friendly design around.” 

International Smarthouse
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Opus around
the world

Opus has been at the forefront of multi-room

entertainment for many years and has been

installed in thousands of the world’s most

prestigious properties and landmark

developments.

In fact you’ve probably been in Opus equipped

homes without even knowing it. 

For today and tomorrow…

The reasons the world’s leading developers

specify Opus are simple; it’s cost effective,

straight-forward to install, offers a wide variety of

options for any home design and has an enviable

reputation for reliability. An Opus system is

designed with many years’ pleasure in mind. As

technology advances you can simply add new

components to your Opus hub. These are

connected and commissioned by your Opus

installer and are designed to integrate perfectly

with your entire system. 

Installing Opus in your home is not only great for

you but can be hugely advantageous when the

time comes to sell. Prospective buyers simply love

the value it adds and thanks to Opus’ structural

design, it’s virtually future-proof. All in all, once you

experience Opus, you’ll find it hard to believe you

ever lived without it!

‘Having installed
Opus for a number of
years SMC CI has no
hesitation in
recommending the
system to customers
based on its strong
combination of
functionality and
affordability.’

Duncan Lewis
SMC Custom 

Installations Ltd (UK)

‘Nakheel is renowned for its bold, visionary
landmark developments… that’s why we
have chosen the region’s leading
manufacturer of multi-room entertainment
systems, Opus Technologies, to provide the
option of smart home technology for
residents of The Palm Jumeirah.’

Chris O’Donnell
Nakheel Chief Executive (Palm Island, Dubai)

‘One Touch Solutions has installed Opus since
its UK launch. The Opus range of products
have allowed us to provide our customers
with high-quality multi-room audio and video
solutions, flexible to their specific needs and
packed with functionality’

Ben Hillman, Sales Director
One Touch Solutions (Installer, UK)
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Relax
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Is Opus right for me?

By now you’ll understand the benefits multi-room

entertainment can bring. But Opus is no ordinary

multi-room entertainment system.

Because every customer’s needs are different.

Opus systems offer a huge degree of flexibility and

are designed to maximise your specific music and

movie damands. But just as importantly, all Opus

products can be integrated with a wide array of

other manufacturers’ smart home products should

you choose.

Opus’ design philosophy…

Of course one of the most important things about

technology is how easy it is to use for all the family.

Our continued research tells us that customers

don’t appreciate the over-complexity of many of

today’s gadgets and they certainly don’t want a

clutter of control panels on the walls of their

homes. That’s why all our keypads are extremely

simple to operate and why we’ve made it possible

to control other systems in your home – such as

scene programmable lighting, iPods, CCTV as well

as curtain/blind control and air conditioning – from

your Opus keypads.

And to ensure you enjoy reliable entertainment for

years to come, every single Opus product is tested

to the rigours of every day abuse and way beyond!

Our factory is ISO9002 certified and for complete

peace of mind, every system is signed-off by an

Opus Certified Installer and issued with a no

quibble guarantee.

The perfect finish…

Designing the perfect Opus system takes specialist

knowledge and considerable expertise. That’s why

we only appoint Opus Certified Installers after

rigorous evaluation and training. Their knowledge of

the Opus range, the very latest in cutting edge

entertainment technologies – such as music and

video servers – plus custom installation expertise

makes them the only people we trust to deliver the

ultimate Opus experience. 

So whether you’re a movie buff, an avid TV fan, a

classical music aficionado or someone who insists

on having the latest future-proof technology in their

home, you’re in great hands!

Opus – the
gateway
to your
smarthome!

Opus isn’t just about

sound and vision, it’s also

designed to seamlessly

integrate with other

smarthome systems. 

So as well as using your

Opus touchscreens to

operate audio and video,

you can control the

lighting, temperature,

open blinds and curtains,

and even monitor your

home’s CCTV system

from the touchscreen. All

this, without the need for

multiple keypads

cluttering your walls.

It’s also possible to

integrate the most

sophisticated

touchscreen remotes into

your Opus system. 

To ensure Opus is

compatible with a

multitude of third party

systems, our Integrated

Partner Programme

keeps Opus at the

vanguard of innovation.

Your Opus dealer will
demonstrate how other
learning remotes can
integrate seamlessly within
your Opus system

No need for headphones!
Now you can access and
enjoy content from your
iPod in any Opus
equipped room



Opus’ stylish touchscreen is available in a wide variety of finishes thanks to a range of easily changeable faceplates
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Finger tip control with the
new Opus touchscreen



Using your Opus system

Introducing the new Opus
touchscreen

Key to the sophisticated elegance and simplicity of

Opus is the stunning new touchscreen control panel.

Offering full control of your Opus system, as well as

other brands’ products (curtains, lighting etc) this

incredible interface will wow you and your friends

thanks to its tactile, simple to operate design. 

Style and functionality operate in perfect synergy

with this intuitive keypad which features a crisp

high-contrast 3.5" full colour LCD touchscreen

display with an incredibly wide viewing angle.

Offering a huge array of control it can be fully

customised for the fastest access to your most

frequently used functions and can even be

personalised with unique icons and screens. 

Video playback enables you to cue-up movies and

even watch content from your iPod or MP3 player*. 

Adjustments can be made via a user menu which

offers fine tuning of bass, treble and balance. 

Other clever features include the flush

interchangeable faceplate with colour options to

suit every environment. And a built-in clock/timer

means you can wake-up to a favourite radio station

without the need for a separate alarm clock. 

When it’s time to celebrate the touchscreen comes

into its own; Opus party mode means you can set

your system to play the same music in every room

when entertaining. 

If you already have an Opus system in your home,

this stunning keypad can usually be retrofitted to

give your system a refresh. 

Remotes

Opus offers two dedicated remote controls –

perfect for operating your multi-room system 

from the comfort of your armchair and when

relaxing in bed. 

As well as our own beautifully ergonomic designer

aluminium handset and intuitive learning

touchscreen remote, Opus also recommends a

number of third-party colour touchscreen

remotes. These are particularly adept at

controlling sophisticated source equipment such

as video servers and for centralising control of

CCTV and ambient lighting.

Classic
keypads

We recognise that you

may not have the need

for such an advanced

interface in every room.

That’s why we also offer

a range of easy to use

yet highly attractive

traditional keypads. Like

the touchscreen these

offer full control over

your Opus system and a

number of custom

fitments are available to

enable lighting and

curtain/blind controls to

be contained within the

same single faceplate.

* Requires additional wiring

Opus’ stunning aluminium
encased remote offers
elegant, tactile simplicity
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Enjoy your iPod playlists
in every room as you
entertain...
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It’s all hidden away…

The Opus audio and video
hubs plus all source
equipment are located out
of view – control is
afforded from each room 

Opus system diagram (simplified) – Opus can be shared
with any room in your home. Your dealer will provide you
with options to suit your property.

Loudspeaker cable

CT100/RG 6 (to TV or radio aerial)

OPUS BTC1 Balanced Transmission Cable

Coaxial cable or Cat5e using a 
video-over-Cat5 balanced pair

WCU600 zone control keypad 

WCU300 sub-zone keypad 

Opus ceiling speakers

Opus wall speakers

Opus DZM20 or DZM100* amplifiers

Cupboard

Legend:

*DZM100 requires local power

Dining room

Dining room sub-zone
– Conservatory

Opus hub and source
equipment hidden away in 

a cupboard for total discretion

Kitchen

Bedroom

Family living area

Bedroom sub-zone 
– en suite bathroom

Can Opus be installed 
in every room?

The extent of Opus’ inclusion in your home is

down to you. A standard system will serve four

independent rooms (generally referred to as zones)

plus an additional four other rooms allowing you to

share music and video sources with the main room

(these are known as sub-zones).

However it’s common to specify a system capable

of providing coverage to significantly larger

properties. In fact Opus will concurrently serve up

to 24 zones plus 24 sub-zones with hi-fi quality

music and crisp video! Your Opus Certified

Installer will be able to answer any question about

your own installation. 

With Opus, there are no ugly boxes of electronics

or cables to clutter your home. Instead, the Opus

hub – essentially the heart of your multi-room

system – is hidden out of view (normally in a

cupboard). This is joined by a host of products

known as source equipment. These include music

and video servers, tuners and other music and

video sources which you will be able to fully

access from keypads and remotes in each room. 

From the cupboard, bespoke Opus cables travel

through the walls and ceilings in your home to

transmit audio, video, two-way command signals

and power to the keypads, amplifiers and

speakers in each Opus equipped room.



Audiophile sound and 
razor sharp vision! 

One of the first things that strikes people

experiencing Opus for the first time is just how

amazing it sounds. They wonder where it’s

coming from? Most Opus systems employ

virtually invisible in-ceiling speakers which have

been carefully designed to deliver a rich, deep and

involving soundstage. Additionally, powerful yet

efficient amplifiers are located behind the

speakers – normally within ceiling voids. 

Get the picture

They say a picture tells

a thousand words and

with Opus you’ll be

able to experience the

clearest images in any

room in the house – all

transmitted from one

central location. Never

again will you have to

ensure satellite boxes

and DVD players are

mated to individual

TVs. With Opus you

can enjoy any video

source in any room. 

So next time you wish

you could catch the

rest of the movie in

bed... you’ll be able to

thanks to Opus! 

Opus audiophile 
in-ceiling speakers 

The compromise is over…now
you can have the ultimate in
sound and complete discretion!
These flagship in-ceiling designs
feature a raft of audiophile
components including an
‘eyeball’ tweeter to deliver clear
treble exactly where it’s needed. 

Custom designed
in-wall speakers

Astonishing power and
refinement comes courtesy of
this and other custom-designed
in-wall models. Faithfully
reproducing all your favourite
music and movie tracks, 
you’ll never need to visit the
cinema again! 

Exterior
loudspeakers

Why confine your Opus system
to the house? These corrosion
resistant, high specification
exterior speakers are perfect 
for the terrace or by the pool 
and can be over-painted to suit
your décor.

Appreciating that not all needs are the same, we

have a wide range of in-ceiling and in-wall

speakers to suit all rooms and uses. For example

you’ll need a high performance speaker system in

your home cinema capable of flexing its muscles

across the musical spectrum – one that can deal

with the lowest bass notes in movies plus the

delicate, crisp detail when delivering opera. But in

your dining room, a simpler in-ceiling speaker

designed for ambient music may possibly suffice.

Flexible loudspeaker solutions to suit all environments
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Three simple steps

Step 1
Consultation

Step 2
Installation

Step 3
Commissioning
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Planning and installation 

1 Consultation

Like any multi-room entertainment system, Opus

must be expertly planned to ensure you get the

very best out of your investment. It’s also vital that

the installation itself fits in perfectly with the looks

of your home so your Opus system is an absolute

pleasure to live with. 

By working closely with your Opus Certified

Installer you can be assured of the very best

attention and of course the perfect result. 

Before choosing your exact system they will be

able to talk you through all the options available to

ensure Opus is installed in every room it might be

required and maybe in the garden too!

2 Installation 

Once you’re completely happy with your planned

Opus system, installation can take place. 

Completion time depends on many factors – not

least your exact system specification and whether

your property is new-build or if a retro-fit

installation is needed. Throughout the process,

you’ll be kept fully appraised of progress and

consulted where necessary. 

3 Commissioning 

This is the final stage and involves installation of 

all your source components (video servers, 

music servers etc) and programming of keypads

and remotes. Once your installer has performed 

a full function test you will be given the

opportunity to learn exactly how everything 

works. Before sign-off, your Opus Certified

Installer will answer any questions you have and

make sure you’re completely comfortable with

every aspect of your system. 

As well as a no-quibble guarantee, you’ll also

have access to a fantastic Opus support

programme through your Certified Installer.  

So it’s time to say goodbye to the clutter of

conventional hi-fi and other entertainment

equipment in every room, the piles of CDs and

DVDs scattered around the home and bid that

wire spaghetti a fond farewell. 

Instead it’s time to welcome Opus and a whole

new world of multi-room entertainment into 

your home! 

All Opus Certified 
Installers are fully trained
in planning, installation
and commissioning our
systems
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